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Marketing APIs 
Come In All Shapes 
and Sizes. Only a 
Scalable Solution 
Can Keep Up.

Most API Updates (Since 2020)

This Report is meant as an all-purpose reference guide for developers who 
want to leverage and implement marketing APIs. In order to do that, 
developers must keep up with the evolving standards of each API. And, as 
shown in the Report, API updates are very common among marketing APIs. 
Just consider the five APIs with the most updates, for a moment, and ignore 
the rest.  

TikTok led the pack with a whopping 51 updates. Snapchat came in second 
with 25, while Facebook Ads took third with 22. Bing claimed fourth with 15, 
and Instagram closed out the top five with 12. 


If you’re a developer that uses all of these marketing APIs — a not uncommon 
scenario considering the platforms — you’ve had to deal with 125 API updates 
since 2020. And that’s just counting these five APIs. For teams with limited dev 
resources, or even decent dev resources, updating each API manually is a 
massive time sink. Without an ELT platform, your developers will either spend 
most of their time building and updating APIs, or more likely, exercise a form of 
API triage and go without key data.

TikTok 
(51)

Snapchat 
(25)

Facebook Ads 
(22)

Bing 
(15)

Instagram 
(12)

1 2 3 4 5
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The sheer volume and variety of marketing APIs makes them difficult to 
manage without a dedicated solution. An ELT platform eliminates these 
burdens by offering pre-built data connectors, automatic API updates, and no 
backend maintenance. That way, developers can harness marketing APIs to 
focus on insights and analysis, rather than redundant, low-value tasks. 


For more information on ELT platforms, check out our Ultimate ELT Buyer’s 
Guide, or reach out to our ELT experts if you have any questions.

Talk to an ELT Expert

https://rivery.io/downloads/elt-buyers-guide-ebook/
https://rivery.io/downloads/elt-buyers-guide-ebook/
https://rivery.io/book-call/
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Report 
Methodology

Key Insights

With hundreds of customers, across dozens of industries, Rivery has access to 
unique data perspectives about how businesses are using marketing APIs. In 
order to share this market  intelligence with our community, we aggregated and 
anonymized all of the data points published in this report. The following explainer 
describes our methodology for calculating each of the insights in this book.

Most Popular APIs/Reports: Ranked by the number of Rivery accounts using 
an API or report.


Most Data Usage APIs/Reports: Ranked by the all time data throughput for 
an API or report. 


Most Frequently Pulled APIs/Reports: Ranked by average data-pulls per day, 
at both the API and report level.

API Benchmarks

Top Reports
Ranked by number of Rivery accounts using each 

API report.

Average Size Per Run Average data throughput for all API data pulls

Average Daily Report Pulls (Per API) (By Percentile)

Run Frequency 

API Updates (Since 2020)
Number of updates in available changelog or 
versioning since 2020

Current API Version Based on changelog/versioning

Documentation Relevant API docs

1-19 
Low 

Frequency

20-60 
Medium 

Frequency

61-99 
High 

Frequency



KEY INSIGHTS
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Facebook Ads is the most popular marketing API among our customers, and 
that comes as no surprise. With 2.7 billion users, and a 3.9% CTR for ads, 
Facebook remains the premier ad network for B2C and increasingly B2B. In 
fact, the amount of customers using Facebook Ads is more than double the 
next closest marketing API, Google Adwords. As Google currently maintains 
several marketing API’s, their ranking is skewed by the fact that data must be 
pulled from several APIs. But with the AdWords API sunsetting in 2022, the 
Google Ads API (position three) will absorb many of those AdWords users, and 
should draw much closer to Facebook’s top spot.

Most Popular Marketing APIs

Google 
AdWords

Google 
Ads

Bing LinkedIn 
Ads

2 3 4 5

Facebook 
Ads

1

Most Popular Reports

1 2 3 4 5

Facebook 
Ads

Facebook 
Social

Facebook 
Ads

Google 
Adwords

Facebook 
Ads

fb_social ads AD_PERFORMANCE
_REPORT

Campaignsinsight_report

https://www.statista.com/statistics/268136/top-15-countries-based-on-number-of-facebook-users/
https://sproutsocial.com/insights/facebook-stats-for-marketers/
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Most Data Usage (APIs)

Most Data Usage (Reports)

Google 
AdWords

Kochava Taboola Twitter 
Ads

2 3 4 5

Facebook 
Ads

1

Facebook 
Ads

Kochava Taboola Twitter 
Ads

DoubleClick

1 2 3 4 5

Detail campaign- 
summary

Entity FLOODLIGHTinsight_report

The most interesting entry on this list is Bing, at position 4. Bing is the second 
largest search engine after Google, but only claims 2.71% of the global market 
share. However, Bing’s average CPC is 70% lower than Google AdWords, and 
Bing ads reach 63 million users who do not use Google. The inclusion of 
LinkedIn Ads, rounding at the list at position five, is expected. As a B2B 
advertising behemoth, LinkedIn saw its ad reach grow by 25 million people in 
Q4 2020, when the height of the COVID pandemic and remote work made 
digital marketing even more essential. 


In terms of the most popular reports, Facebook owns the category almost 
completely, placing with insight_report (position one), fb_social (position two), 
ads (position three), and campaign (position five). The only other API that 
claims a top five report is Google, landing in position four with 
AD_PERFORMANCE_REPORT in Adwords. Of course, iOS 14.5 could change 
everything for Facebook. But right now, Facebook APIs are thoroughly 
dominant in terms of popularity.

https://backlinko.com/bing-users
https://backlinko.com/bing-users
https://instapage.com/blog/bing-ads-vs-google-ads
https://backlinko.com/bing-users
https://www.hootsuite.com/resources/digital2020-q4-update
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No shocker: the Facebook Ads API claims the most data usage. In position two 
is Google Adwords, but curiously, Google Ads did not come anywhere close to 
ranking on this list. To quantify the disparity, Google Adwords experienced 
569% higher data usage than Google Ads. And yet Google Ads is the third 
most popular API, by number of customers using it. This tells us something: 
customers are integrating Google Ads to prepare for the sunsetting of 
AdWords, but the bulk of the data is still coming from the AdWords API.


Kochava, at position 3, is an interesting entry. Kochava is a mobile app 
attribution and mobile app analytics platform. Only a handful of our 
customers use the Kochava API, but those who do rely on it very heavily. The 
omni-channel platform integrates data from various marketing sources, so 
instead of pulling from multiple APIs, customers can leverage just the Kochava 
API for marketing data. The Taboola API maintains a similar dynamic: the 
number of users is lower, but those who use it do so exceedingly. Twitter Ads, 
the last API on the top data usage list, has a large number of customers who 
use the data source moderately.


At the report level, four of the previous five APIs are represented: insight_report 
(Facebook Ads), detail (Kochava), campaign-summary (Taboola), and entity 
(Twitter Ads). These are the bedrock reports that help drive data usage for 
those APIs so high. However, FLOODLIGHT is a part of DoubleClick, an API 
that is not represented on the top data usage list. Some of the other 
DoubleClick reports, such as STANDARD, also draw significant data usage. But 
since DoubleClick only offers five reports, compared to 27 for something like 
Google Adwords, the API’s overall data usage doesn’t crack the top five.

Most Frequently Pulled (APIs)

Google Play TikTok Facebook 
Social

SnapChat 
Ads

2 3 4 5

Klaviyo

1
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Most Frequently Pulled (Reports)

Taboola TikTok Taboola LinkedIn 
Social

Klaviyo

ad_groups
_report

campaigns standardized 
_data

Eventsconversion_rules

1 2 3 4 5

In an interesting twist, Klaviyo — an SMS and email automation platform for 
ecommerce — is the most frequently pulled API. Events is the fifth most 
frequently pulled report across all APIs. Customers who use Klaviyo need fresh 
data to generate conversions. Also notable, in the second position, is the 
Google Play API. A handful of accounts are using its “agg” report very 
frequently, skewing the API results.


As the third most frequently pulled API, TikTok’s position is driven primarily by 
the ad_groups_report, the second most frequently pulled report. However, the 
rest of the TikTok’s reports are in the medium frequency to low frequency 
range. The Facebook Social API appears at position four, driven by the 
fb_social report. SnapChat Ads rounds out the API list at position five, due to 
the ad_stats and ad_squad_stats report.


The most frequently pulled reports look a bit perplexing next to the API list. 
Three of the reports are not associated with any of the listed APIs. In the case 
of Taboola, this is explained by the fact that both conversion_rules and 
campaigns are not used by many accounts. So even though these reports are 
pulled frequently, other reports associated with the Taboola API are not, 
explaining why Taboola doesn’t make the API list.


The same is true of standardized_data in LinkedIn Social. A few accounts are 
pulling this report very frequently, but at the API-level, the pulls are not large 
enough to be significant. That’s why, unlike the Most Popular and Most Data 
Usage lists, the Most Frequently Pulled list differs markedly between the API 
and report level.




API 
BENCHMARKS
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AdRoll

The AdRoll API allows developers to automate tasks that they usually do on 
the AdRoll platform. developers can also integrate the AdRoll API into their 
existing workflows. For example, developers can write a script that bulk 
imports ad creative into AdRoll or automatically add new emails to a CRM 
audience once a week. 


The CRUD API provides most of the functionality found in AdRoll. The CRUD API 
is implemented as JSON over HTTP using all four verbs (GET, POST, PUT, 
DELETE). Each resource, like Advertisers, Campaigns, Ads, has its own URL and 
is manipulated in isolation. The API follows REST principles as much as possible.

Top Reports

 report_campaign

 report_ad

 campaign_adgroup

 delivery_campaigns

Average Size Per Run 0.26 MB

Run Frequency Low Frequency 

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version v1

Documentation

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-4.3.1
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-4.3.3
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-4.3.4
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7231#section-4.3.5
https://apidocs.nextroll.com/crud-api/reference.html#get--api-v1-campaign-get
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AppsFlyer

AppsFlyer’s Pull API enables advertisers to sync all of their AppsFlyer 
attribution and marketing analytics data with their internal data platforms. 
The API allows developers to use URIs to get AppsFlyer aggregate reports in 
CSV files. The URI templates are available in the AppsFlyer Dashboard. Team 
members get reports by pasting URIs in their browser. BI developers get 
reports by embedding the URIs in scripts. API calls return a max. of 200K rows. 
Pull API reports don’t support campaign name changes.

Top Reports

 in_app_events_report

 daily_report

 installs_report

 organic_in_app_events_report

 organic_installs_report

Average Size Per Run 43.6 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 5

Current API Version v5

Documentation

https://support.appsflyer.com/hc/en-us/articles/207034346#guide-for-team-members
https://support.appsflyer.com/hc/en-us/articles/207034346#guide-for-team-members
https://support.appsflyer.com/hc/en-us/articles/207034346#pull-api-for-developers
https://support.appsflyer.com/hc/en-us/articles/207034346-Pull-APIs-Pulling-AppsFlyer-Reports-by-APIs#Intro
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Apple Search Ads

Apple Search Ads runs ads for apps within the Apple App Store. With Apple 
Search Ads Campaign Management API 4, developers can build campaigns 
with budgets and daily caps, and create ad groups that include keywords, 
Creative Sets, audience refinement criteria, and scheduling.


Developers can implement their own keyword-bidding strategy in their Ad 
Groups, or use the Search Match feature to automatically match an ad to 
relevant user searches in the App Store. Promote campaigns to multiple 
countries or regions, and generate Reports with meaningful metrics.


Apple Search Ads Campaign Management API 4 is the current version. You 
can use calls from the current API to access all of your resources that you 
created in Apple Search Ads Campaign Management API 3.


Top Reports

 Searchterms 

 Keywords

 Campaigns

 AdGroups

Average Size Per Run 32.645 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 2

Current API Version API 4

Documentation

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/apple_search_ads/ad_groups
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/apple_search_ads/ad_groups
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/apple_search_ads/reports
https://developer.apple.com/documentation/apple_search_ads
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Bing

Bing Ads API provides a programmatic interface to Microsoft Advertising, an 
advertising platform used to display ads based on the keywords contained in 
a user's search query on Bing. The Bing Ads API is the most efficient way to 
manage many large campaigns or to integrate marketing ads with other 
in-house systems. The Bing Ads API also supports multiple customer accounts 
making it easy for ad agencies to manage campaigns for many clients.


Developers can develop Bing Ads API applications with any programming 
language that supports web services. The Bing Ads API Software 
Development Kits (SDK) enhance the experience of developing Bing Ads API 
applications with .NET, Java, PHP, and Python languages. The Microsoft Q&A 
forum is available for the developer community to ask and answer questions 
about the Bing Ads APIs and Microsoft Advertising Scripts.

Top Reports

 AdPerformanceReport

 CampaignPerformanceReport

 KeywordPerformanceReport

 AdPerformanceReport

 UserLocationPerformanceReport

Average Size Per Run 8.36 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 15

Current API Version v13

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/advertising/guides/client-libraries?view=bingads-13
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/advertising/guides/client-libraries?view=bingads-13
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/answers/topics/advertising-api.html
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bing-ads-reporting-report-types.aspx
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/bingads/guides/?view=bingads-11
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/bingads/guides/release-notes?view=bingads-11
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DoubleClick

In 2018, DoubleClick became Google’s Display and Video 360, now leveraged 
through Google’s Campaign Manager 360 API. The Campaign Manager 360 
API provides programmatic access to information from a developer’s 
Campaign Manager 360 account. The API is used to manage and create 
campaigns and reports, just as a developer would through Campaign Manager 
360 and Report Builder web services. Developers can manipulate popular 
DoubleClick reports, such as FLOODLIGHT and STANDARD, via the API.

Top Reports

 STANDARD

 FLOODLIGHT

 PATH_TO_CONVERSION

 REACH

Average Size Per Run 128.43 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 2

Current API Version v3.5

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3, Doc 4, Doc 5

https://developers.google.com/doubleclick-advertisers/guides/create_reports
https://developers.google.com/doubleclick-advertisers/guides/run_reports
https://developers.google.com/doubleclick-advertisers/guides/download_reports
https://developers.google.com/doubleclick-advertisers/rel_notes
https://developers.google.com/doubleclick-advertisers/deprecation
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Facebook Ads

Developers can leverage Facebook Ads via Facebook’s Marketing API. The 
Marketing API is an HTTP-based API that developers use to programmatically 
query data, create and manage ads, and perform a wide variety of other tasks 
on Facebook. From automated ads management and dynamic creative to 
targeting and optimization, the Facebook Marketing API unlocks new 
dimensions for a business.


Since the API is HTTP-based, it works with any language or software that 
supports HTTP, including cURL and almost all modern web browsers. The 
Marketing API is built on top of Facebook's Graph API, so almost all requests 
should be passed to the graph.facebook.com host URL. Since 2020, the API 
has been updated frequently in response to Apple’s iOS 14 update and new 
functionality such as SKAdNetwork.

Top Reports

 insight_report

 ads

 campaigns

 adsets

 ad_creatives

Average Size Per Run 38.15 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 22

Current API Version v11

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/using-graph-api#http-1-1
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/using-graph-api#host-url
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/using-the-api
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/marketing-api/insights-api
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog
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Facebook Social

Facebook Social is accessed via Facebook’s Graph API. The Graph API is the 
primary way to get data into and out of the Facebook platform. It's an 
HTTP-based API that apps can use to programmatically query data, post new 
stories, manage ads, upload photos, and perform a wide variety of other tasks. 


The Graph API is named after the idea of a "social graph" — a representation of 
the information on Facebook. It's composed of:

 nodes — basically individual objects, such as a User, a Photo, a Page, or a 
Comment

 edges — connections between a collection of objects and a single object, such 
as Photos on a Page or Comments on a Photo

 fields — data about an object, such as a User's birthday, or a Page's name


Typically you use nodes to get data about a specific object, use edges to get 
collections of objects on a single object, and use fields to get data about a single 
object or each object in a collection. The Graph API has multiple versions with 
quarterly releases. Read more about versions in the Versioning guide and learn 
about all available versions in the Graph API Changelog.


Top 5 Reports  fb_social

Average Size Per Run 5.32 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 22

Current API Version v11

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3, Doc 4

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/guides/versions
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/overview
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/reference/video/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/reference/video/video_insights/
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Google AdWords

The AdWords API allows apps to interact directly with the Google Ads 
platform, vastly increasing the efficiency of managing large or complex 
Google Ads accounts and campaigns. Some typical use cases include:

 Automated account management
 Custom reporting
 Ad management based on inventory
 Manage Smart Bidding strategies


With the AdWords API you can build software that manages accounts from 
the customer level down to the keyword level. The API can do almost 
everything the Google Ads UI does, but programmatically. The AdWords API 
relies on SOAP and WSDL technologies to offer its services. To help you get 
started, we offer client libraries in Java, .NET, Python, PHP, Perl, and Ruby.


The AdWords API will sunset on April 27, 2022. Migrate to the Google Ads API 
to take advantage of the latest Google Ads features.

Top Reports

 AD_PERFORMANCE_REPORT

 CAMPAIGN_PERFORMANCE_REPORT

 KEYWORDS_PERFORMANCE_REPORT

 GEO_PERFORMANCE_REPORT

 ADGROUP_PERFORMANCE_REPORT

Average Size Per Run 63.74 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0 (Sunsets April 27th, 2022)

Current API Version v201809

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3

https://support.google.com/google-ads/
https://support.google.com/google-ads/
https://www.w3.org/TR/soap/
https://www.w3.org/TR/wsdl
https://developers.google.com/adwords/api/docs/clientlibraries
https://ads-developers.googleblog.com/2021/04/upgrade-to-google-ads-api-from-adwords.html
https://developers.google.com/google-ads/api/docs/start
https://developers.google.com/adwords/api/docs/appendix/reports/all-reports
https://developers.google.com/adwords/api/docs/sunset-dates
https://github.com/googleads/googleads-python-lib/releases
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Google Ads

The Google Ads API is the modern programmatic interface to Google Ads and the 
next generation of the AdWords API. The Google Ads API exposes both standard 
JSON REST endpoints and a high-performance gRPC interface. Google provides 
pre-built client libraries to get developers started in the following languages:

 Java, C#, PHP, Python, Ruby, Perl, 


With the Google Ads API you can build software that manages accounts from 
the customer level down to the keyword level. The API can do what the Google 
Ads UI does, but programmatically. Types of companies that can benefit from 
the Google Ads API include:

 Ad agencies
 Search Engine Marketing (SEM) companies
 Big brands managing a large number of accounts, with needs beyond the 

capabilities of the Google Ads UI


Once Google AdWords sunsets in April 2022, Google Ads will become the 
primary programmatic interface for Google Ads.


Top Reports

 campaign

 ad_group_ad

 ad_group

 keyword_view

 geographic_view

Average Size Per Run 60.88 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 6

Current API Version V8 

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3, Doc 4

https://support.google.com/google-ads/
https://grpc.io/
https://developers.google.com/google-ads/api/docs/client-libs
https://developers.google.com/google-ads/api/docs/start
https://developers.google.com/google-ads/api/docs/query/overview
https://developers.google.com/google-ads/api/docs/release-notes
https://developers.google.com/google-ads/api/docs/sunset-dates
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Google Play

The Google Play Developer API is a REST-based web service that allows 
developers to perform publishing and app-management tasks. Developers 
can use this API to integrate publishing operations with release-management 
processes. Using the Google Play Developer API, developers can automate a 
variety of app-management tasks, including:

 Uploading and releasing new versions of an app
 Editing your app Google Play Store listings, including localized text and 

graphics
 Managing in-app product catalogs, product purchase statuses, and app 

subscriptions


The Google Play Developer API lets developers focus on designing and 
developing apps, by spending less time and effort managing releases.


Top 5 Reports
 agg

 detailed

Average Size Per Run 4.55 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version v3

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3

https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/answer/6135870#export
https://developer.android.com/google/play/developer-api
https://android-developers.googleblog.com/2019/03/changes-to-google-play-developer-api.html
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HasOffers

The HasOffers Affiliate API offers many functions of the HasOffers platform to 
end users. The API allows partners to programmatically access their 
HasOffers accounts directly, outside of the platform. By interacting directly 
with the API, affiliates can create and embed powerful widgets within their 
own applications.

Top Reports 
 conversions_report

 stats_report

Average Size Per Run 12.38 MB

Run Frequency Low Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version Apiv3,  v2

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2

https://developers.tune.com/affiliate/
https://developers.tune.com/network-docs/making-api-calls/
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Hubspot

Hubspot’s APIs — including Deals, Contacts, and Companies — are designed to 
enable developers of any shape or size to build robust integrations that help them 
customize and get the most value out of HubSpot. All HubSpot APIs are built 
using REST conventions and designed to have a predictable URL structure. They 
use many standard HTTP features, including methods (POST, GET, PUT, DELETE) 
and error response codes. All HubSpot API calls are made under 
https://api.hubapi.com and all responses return standard JSON.


Client libraries are designed to help developers interact with the HubSpot APIs 
with less friction. They are written in several different languages and help bridge 
the gap between application and HubSpot’s APIs. They take away the need to 
know the exact URL and HTTP method to use for each API call, among other 
things, leaving developers more time to focus on making an application. Learn 
more about Hubspot’s client libraries here.


Top Reports

 contacts

 companies

 deal

 engagements

 email_events

Average Size Per Run 322.1 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 11

Current API Version V3

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3, Doc 4, Doc 5, Doc 6

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Representational_state_transfer
https://api.hubapi.com/
https://developers.hubspot.com/docs/api/client-libraries
https://developers.hubspot.com/docs/overview
https://developers.hubspot.com/docs/methods/deals/deals_overview
https://developers.hubspot.com/docs/methods/companies/companies-overview
https://developers.hubspot.com/docs/methods/contacts/contacts-overview
https://developers.hubspot.com/changelog
https://developers.hubspot.com/changelog/hubdb-api-version-2
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Instagram

The Instagram Graph API allows Instagram Professionals — Businesses and 
Creators — to use a third party application to manage their presence on 
Instagram. The API can be used to get and publish media, manage and reply to 
comments on media, identify media where @mentioned by other Instagram 
users, find hashtagged media, and get basic metadata and metrics about 
other Instagram Businesses and Creators. The API is intended for Instagram 
Businesses and Creators who need insight into, and full control over, all of their 
social media interactions. The API is built on the Facebook Graph API.

Top Reports

 insights_account

 insights_media

 accounts

Average Size Per Run 0.05 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 12

Current API Version v8

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3, Doc 4, Doc 5

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fhelp.instagram.com%2F502981923235522%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3LPpt6_LdnHnJD_Q63LBUAZz2BwH9PuzHNLEAG_vmEmuPLOnU49cpC6Ic&h=AT0MydDYGFCpFE2aCKTb7q4F0CsoE_2jU5Msh4kmSMNZtWuCaIgU6NuGKlnA_css6hyf7sVivEAiEKBkvu1ETbe9IkiyXs43GDTjGVdSRAlT4z-N1XUaEVOMtE70VwF-eZ64-FXZZObMlk7_pmkG0w
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/instagram-api/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/instagram-api/changelog
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/version3.2/
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/version7.0
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/graph-api/changelog/version3.0
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Klaviyo

Klaviyo has two core sets of HTTP APIs that serve two distinct purposes:

 Track & Identify. Used to send event & profile data to a developer’s 
Klaviyo account. These APIs are designed for high volume & low latency, 
do not adhere to REST principles, and require the developer’s Public API 
key/Site ID.

 RESTful APIs. Used to manage objects & query data within a Klaviyo 
account. These APIs are organized around REST, and use the developer’s 
Private API Keys for authentication. RESTful APIs can access Klaviyo 
resources such as: Metrics, Profiles, Lists & Segments, Data Privacy, 
Campaigns, Templates.


Top Reports

 events

 campaigns

 export_metrics

 flows

Average Size Per Run 749.92 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version v1 (v2 for lists)

Documentation

https://apidocs.klaviyo.com/reference-link/metrics
https://apidocs.klaviyo.com/reference-link/profiles
https://apidocs.klaviyo.com/reference-link/lists-segments
https://apidocs.klaviyo.com/reference-link/data-privacy
https://apidocs.klaviyo.com/reference-link/campaigns
https://apidocs.klaviyo.com/reference-link/templates
https://www.klaviyo.com/docs
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Kochava

The Kochava platform provides extensive tools to track everything from 
impressions through post-install events for connected devices. The API reporting 
method provides advertisers with the programmatic tools to gather performance 
data on an on-demand or scheduled basis. For clarity, see support 
documentation for API v1.4, divided into the following sections:

 Call Structure
 Querying API
 Requesting and Scheduling Reports


Top Reports  detail

Average Size Per Run 807.67 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version v1.4

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2

https://support.kochava.com/analytics-reports-api/api-v1-4-call-structure
https://support.kochava.com/analytics-reports-api/api-v1-4-querying-api
https://support.kochava.com/analytics-reports-api/api-v1-4-requesting-and-scheduling-reports
https://support.kochava.com/analytics-reports-api
https://support.kochava.com/analytics-reports-api/api-change-log/
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LinkedIn Ads

Advertising on LinkedIn helps businesses of any size achieve their goals. Target a 
unique audience - Over 690M active professionals are on LinkedIn. Target them by 
job title, function, industry and more. 


LinkedIn’s Campaign Management functionality gives developers API access to 
ad campaigns for programmatic manipulation. Create, manage, and optimize ad 
campaigns at scale using LinkedIn’s adAccountsV2 API.


Top Reports

 ads_statistics

 campaigns

 creatives

 ads_analytics

 accounts

Average Size Per Run 8.64 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 3

Current API Version v2

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/marketing/integrations/marketing-integrations-overview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/marketing/integrations/ads/account-structure/create-and-manage-accounts?tabs=http
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LinkedIn Social

LinkedIn offers a Shares and Social Stream API Platform through which members 
can share content and insights with their professional network. Shared content 
can be personal shares or organization shares and is distributed to members 
through the network updates stream.


The network updates stream is a rich and engaging real-time feed of content and 
changes in a member’s first and second-degree network. Viral interactions and 
activities in the stream create additional distribution opportunities across the 
larger network of professionals on LinkedIn.

Top Reports

 get_posts

 get_shares_statistics

 organization_followers

 organizational_share_statistics

 organization_page_statistics

Average Size Per Run 1.99 MB

Run Frequency Medium Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 1

Current API Version v2

Documentation Doc 1

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/linkedin/marketing/integrations/community-management/shares/getting-started?tabs=http
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Pardot

Developers can use version 5 of the Pardot API to read and update a variety of 
assets and objects, like File and Layout Template objects. For information 
about other objects that aren't available in version 5, see the documentation 
for versions 3 or 4. Data returned by version 5 endpoints is not real-time, so 
creates and updates may be delayed when reading and querying data.

Top Reports 
 visitor_activities

 email_templates

Average Size Per Run 0.04 MB

Run Frequency Low Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 2

Current API Version v5

Documentation

https://developer.pardot.com/version3and4overview/
https://developer.pardot.com/
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Pinterest

The Pinterest Marketing API programmatically implements the Pinterest website 
UI functionality, and allows users to draw from a number of Ads Reporting 
capabilities, including creating and running ads, campaign measurements, 
audience targeting, and a wide range of other ads activities.

Top Reports

 ads_delivery_report

 advertisers

 user_metrics

 batch_advertiser_entities

 audience_per_scope_and_type

Average Size Per Run 2.82 MB

Run Frequency Low Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 6

Current API Version v3

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2

https://developers.pinterest.com/docs/redoc/combined_reporting/#tag/ad-groups
https://developers.pinterest.com/docs/redoc/combined_reporting/#tag/Changelog
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Salesforce 
Marketing Cloud

Top Reports

 send

 campaigns

 send_event

 click_events

 emails

Average Size Per Run 38.39 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version v1

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2

The SF Marketing Cloud REST API enables developers to gain broader access 
to Salesforce Marketing Cloud capabilities. The REST API uses JSON request 
and response bodies and resource endpoints to support multi-channel use. All 
new Marketing Cloud technologies implement the REST API. REST calls are 
synchronous, with timeout values of 120 for non-tracking operations and 300 
seconds for tracking and data retrieve operations.


Use the REST API for this functionality:


 Contacts
 Content Builder
 Journey Builder
 Mobile Connect

The maximum payload of any call is four megabytes.

 MobilePush
 Campaigns
 Triggered Sends (may also use SOAP)

https://developer.salesforce.com/docs/atlas.en-us.mc-apis.meta/mc-apis/web_service_guide.htm
https://github.com/salesforce-marketingcloud/FuelSDK-Python
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Snapchat Ads

Snapchat has made its Marketing API available to any developer (agency, 
brand, technology vendors, or individual) interested in building ad solutions for 
the platform. The API may be a good fit for businesses  interested in building a 
specific advertising use case that is not available through Ads Manager. Learn 
how to activate access to the Snapchat Marketing API. 


Developers can access any platform function through the API, except: 

 Organic Snap management
 Organic Snap analytics 
 Ability to buy or report on reserved buy
 Attribution / measurement 


For a more comprehensive explanation of the API, visit the Snapchat’s API 
overview.


Top Reports

 ad_stats

 ads_fact

 campaigns_dimension

 ad_squads_fact

 campaign_stats

Average Size Per Run 1.75 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 25

Current API Version v2

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3

https://businesshelp.snapchat.com/s/article/api-apply
https://marketingapi.snapchat.com/docs/#overview
https://marketingapi.snapchat.com/docs/#overview
https://marketingapi.snapchat.com/docs/#overview
https://marketingapi.snapchat.com/docs/#ad-accounts
https://marketingapi.snapchat.com/docs/#change-log
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Taboola

The Taboola Backstage API is a RESTful API that allows developers to manage 
Taboola campaigns, run reports, and automate tasks. The Backstage API 
offers full control of a developer’s campaigns. Developers can edit campaign 
settings at any time, including targeting, budget and CPC bid. Start and stop 
campaigns at any time. The API also offers comprehensive reporting. Gain full 
transparency into campaign performance, to take the steps to optimize and 
scale Taboola campaigns.

Top Reports

 campaign-summary

 top-campaign-content

 campaigns

 conversion_rules

 accounts

Average Size Per Run 174.28 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 0

Current API Version v1

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2

https://github.com/taboola/Backstage-API
https://developers.taboola.com/backstage-api/changelog
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TikTok

The TikTok Ads Marketing API allows developers to directly interact with the 
TikTok Ads Manager platform for automated ad management and analysis. 
Typical use cases include:

 Getting customized ad performance data
 Creating and managing ads in bulk
 Automating ad optimization


Before developers can begin developing with the TikTok Marketing API, they 
must first create an App. When creating an App, developers can specify the 
permission scope the App will require. After the App has been created, 
developers can then begin working with Advertisers. Here are some related 
links to get started:

 Quick start  •  Create an App  •  API Interface Map


Top Reports

 ads

 auction_ads_report

 ads_report

 campaigns

 ad_groups

Average Size Per Run 2.78 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 51

Current API Version V1.2

Documentation

https://ads.tiktok.com/marketing_api/docs?id=100521
https://ads.tiktok.com/marketing_api/docs?id=100648
https://ads.tiktok.com/marketing_api/docs?id=100510
https://ads.tiktok.com/marketing_api/docs?id=100521
https://ads.tiktok.com/marketing_api/docs?id=100522
https://ads.tiktok.com/athena/docs/index.html?plat_id=-1&doc_id=100010&id=100509&key=e98b971a296ae45d8e35a22fba032d1c06f5973de9aab73ce07b82f230cf3afd
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Twitter Ads

The Twitter Ads API connects developers to Twitter's advertising platform to 
build solutions to meet the needs of Twitter's advertisers around the world. 


With the Twitter Ads API, developers can programmatically create, schedule, 
and manage ad campaigns to engage people on Twitter. Create and manage 
Tailored Audiences using Twitter, web, or mobile data. 


The API can draft and publish Tweets, extend the functionality of Tweets with 
Cards, and manage and upload images and videos. Use async and synchronous 
API endpoints to retrieve granular insights of ad campaigns by a full range of 
metrics. Access the API with Twitter’s curl-like command line tool, twurl.


Top Reports 
 stats

 entity

Average Size Per Run 26.57 MB

Run Frequency High Frequency

API Updates (Since 2020) 3

Current API Version V9

Documentation Doc 1, Doc 2, Doc 3, Doc 4

https://github.com/twitter/twurl
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-ads-api/versioning
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/ads/analytics/api-reference/asynchronous
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/ads/general/overview/versions.html
https://api.twitterstat.us/
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Everything You Need to Know About Marketing 
APIs. In One Definitive Report.

Since 2020, marketing APIs evolved and expanded as the martech industry 
changed dramatically. At the start of 2020, Covid-19 forced shelter-in-place 
shutdowns across the world, and digital marketing became more important 
than ever. New powerhouse ad platforms such as TikTok emerged to dominate 
the scene. In April 2021, Apple’s iOS 14 began requiring user consent for 
tracking across apps. During this timeframe, the number of marketing APIs 
and API updates ballooned higher than ever. 


Most data developers had to manually update API connectors to accomodate 
all these marketing API changes. But data developers had a full plate, as the 
pandemic itself increased workloads for 86% of IT workers. The outcome was 
inevitable for many developers: some API connectors were updated, others 
were delayed, still others were lost in the shuffle. 


Data developers that leveraged cloud ETL/ELT platforms experienced things 
differently. SaaS ELT platforms monitored, deployed, and managed marketing 
API updates automatically, so developers could focus on more important IT tasks. 
ELT platforms moved development resources from tedious manual updates, to 
complex data infrastructure that required developer expertise. As a SaaS ELT+ 
platform, Rivery handles all this backend maintenance automatically, including 
API updates, saving Rivery users thousands of hours of work. 


Our global customer base, composed of hundreds of companies in dozens of 
sectors, also gives us data about how marketing teams are using these APIs. 
We want to share this data to help developers understand how their peers are 
accessing data via API so they can benchmark their resource investments. 
From Facebook Ads, to Taboola, to Kochava, and much more, our Marketing 
API Benchmark Report 2021 offers a complete data developer reference guide 
for these critical APIs. 

See you in 2022! 

https://sectigo.com/download-content?target=resource-library/2020-work-from-home-it-impact-study&utm_campaign=wakfield-report-wfh
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Learn More


For questions contact us: Follow us

www.rivery.io 

contact@rivery.io

About Rivery

Rivery is a fully-managed DataOps platform for all your organizational data. 
Automate, manage, and transform data so it can be fed back to stakeholders 
as meaningful insights. Rivery equips your organization with all the 
capabilities you need to conquer the modern data landscape, including:

Please reach out to us if you have any questions about Rivery!

Ingest Any Data Source


Extract, import, and format all data 
sources, within a single platform, by 
harnessing Rivery’s universal 
compatibility with all API data 
sources.

Deliver Data to Every Stakeholder


Transform raw data into 
business-ready inputs for 
stakeholders so they can perform 
insights, analysis, and critical 
decision-making.

Automate All Data Processes


Automate your entire data pipeline, 
from extraction, to loading, to 
transformations. Orchestrate all of 
your data in the cloud, from both 
in-house and third-party platforms. 


Manage Your Entire Organization


Democratize data for a diverse range 
of employees, build, test, & deploy 
multiple data models, and oversee 
any project or team with ease.

http://www.rivery.io
mailto:contact@rivery.io

